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"Participation" is becoming a key word in dtsignicgand

developing rural development programs. Aid prop, whether they

originate with the urban oriented government leadership of a ration,

or with a "foreign aid".or international aid orgaigiation, seem more
,

interested these dOs.in the participation of rural people in becision-

making, implementatfon, and evaluation as well as in the benefits of_

rural developmentifforts.

This paper results largely from a short term aitigneent for

USAID the author was fortunate to have had in Indonesia. It started .

, from the concern of using modern communication technology to upgrade

rural education and emerged into a somewhat broader problem of creating
.

or.modifying'institutions fort promoting greater local participation in

development efforts. The focus remains, howeVer, on'communication and

education for these-are vital elementS in establishing the capa ity for

participation, The introduction to the Repert submitted to USA D

provides a glimpse of the perspective:from which this paper beg

the temptation is great in many parts of'the world
-to launch extraordinary, sophisticated, technologitally-
based projects to meet the tremendous needs in education,

) food production, population) health and social welfare,
"and other aspects Of social and edonomic welfare. However,
the history of development efforts has seen ADO many cases
of such "big" projects whose impact barely 'survived the
"initial flash of publicity.

Wehave resisted the temptatiqn to be ectacular."

In designing the Mogel Educational Communicat n System
(MECS) we have tried to create a program -- not simply
hardware -- which Would,have early mpact. But equally
important the MECS would have implicaticins for a.long-'
run rural development effort emphasizing communication
at the village level. We have tried to build on past
accomplishments, and weave new technology and innovative
technicOs into a system that can be adapted to the
ddverse conditieethat characterize \ndonesian rbral.
life.

Nu.
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; wThis plespectiwas tided in part by many rev tog experiences

,

..
. andiContacts in Indonesia:;*yftraveling via riv on foot to

visi't remote. Communities in WeSt Kalimantan; by russ paddy

fieldt to talk with v- illage leaders and school rough

discussions with officials at various levels 6., AT-._

though this paper deals very substantially with
i

issues

it presents are issues that axist in many nations; de and

developing," as,long as "participation" has a role. 'in rura Ovelop-

ment programs.

The text includes a substantial ihount of the material found

in the USAID Report and thus it is not only appropriate, but a pleasure,

to acknowledge the contribuffon,made by Dr. Stanley Randleman, Dr.

David Sprague, Dr. Alvin Miller and, especially by our Indonesian

friends and others who.helped inspire the paper. In a very real

way, it is their paper as well as mine..

R.D.C.

November, 1976
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"...but the crucial test is whether the grogram
of information makes sense when it reaches the
rural family*"

Introduction,
Integrated Communication

r"
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FRAYEGIES

Despite the commitment of ist human and Monetary resources tip rural:-

development during the laittwo decades, poveriY, malnut4tjon.and poor

health engulf more people than ever before. '' of this can be at- , .

rjein°
tributed to population growth - -there simply a re'People-.-but'unhappily

much can also be attriNted to poorly designed and poorly executed

intervention programs, 1itCluding the faiTure to convert successful trial

projects into regular programs.* In the t970s we are seeingseriouS:

re-evaluations of these earlier'strategiet and challenging the top-dbmn,..

centhOized systems characteristic of those earlier days.
,

..

This paper is an attempt to formulate a plan for'paiing'into practice
...

some.of -it, principles and concepts emergingsfrowthese re-evaluations.

It goes..a'itel furtqer in suggesting measures which can "be takeri`to jttack

.....J theHdilemma of too iew village level chinge.agents to meet the demands

implicit in the new rural development-strategies.' This intludes the "use

of niiW crmunication technology in a context in which,yiliageri themselves

haveore control over t6e communication process thak hasgenerally been

the case. f'4

As'sbmptions about the social change 'situation

Following are several assumptions which will help clarify the

foundation on which the major part of this paper rests.

1. A substantial proportion of'people in developing nat4ohs--

probably around 40X- -lack services and opportunities generally considered

necessary or desirable by the other 60% for a reasonable existence.

4 -

'Alan Berg (The Nutrition Factor Its Role'ira National Development, The
Brookings Institute, Washington, 1973) states that in the last ten years
the applied nutrition program in India, the largest of the nation's nutrition
education undertakings, has reached fewer people than the population growth
during the same period. (p. 79)., For Berg's somewhat pessimistic discussion *
of the progress made through nutrition extension, see chapter 6, pp. 74-88.
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2..)0Cial change resulting in modification of individual behavior

.and/or community institutiOns.is a deiirable process for improiinghe

wftl,fAre of those people. .*:, .

/

3. A margin of.thange 1 pQs4ibIe within existing socio-political

.bitrUctoies,wich will enable those "leff behinepeople to copkbetter
ty . .

with dailylivinq without having to ,wait for major shifts in political

.power.(for example: revolution, massive land reform, etc.)

4. Snell:gains can be-important gains, both for their intrinsit

benefits and, for their "wedging" role (i.e. in helping set the stage for

rfurther-Sociat.change). Thus it might be possible and appropriate to

improve health conditions even though economic opportunities temporarilY

remain st'abIe.*
I'

5. Information, educatjion1 and communication constitute important

ingredients iwrural development programs. They may lead to says of

reaching, creating, or attracting services; to ways of.moking better ute

of services; or to meanslor self-help.

The manpower dilemma.

During the last three decades the principal sdurce of services to

rural people has been the extension worker--a professional* trained in a

special jzed area - -who usually worked.aeong rural communities to'promote

better practices in his/her area of expertise, It might have been

agriculture, animal husbandry, food preparation, etc. These extension

people Often worked on an interpersonal basis, i.e. one -td-one tr small

groups, sometimes buttressed by demonstration plots or mass media.

"Community development" strategies stressed provision of multiple ser?lces,

preferably in an integrated, comprehensive way.

Paraprofessionalt.: ..A distinguishing mark' of social intervention

programs In more recent years has been the introduction of paraprofessionals --

persons with relatively short-term specialized triining to carry out some

of the more routine parts of tnt'professionill's respo%ibilities.

OA.
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'These'have included aglultural monitors, nutrition aides, dental

Promoters, medical auxiliaries, barefoot doctors, teachidag

A variation in community development programs has been the multj-purpose

village levelwcirker.*

Use of paraprofessionals has. been stimulated partly by the shortage

, of regular professionalmaipower but also by the realitation by develop-

ment agencies that a cultural gulf exists between the "esta shment

,types" and the newly significant, low income "client group One way

of closing that gap was to recruit persons from the client group, give

them some short term training,(a times in-service training) and

have them serve as cOnkluits-for :(1eNr=s and information to their con -

stituents.
-

stituents.

Shortages. The results of these intervention programs are mixed.

There havenot been enough durable successes in usjng them to give great

confidence in significantly reducing T.overty conditions in the world'.

Indeed, as indicated rlier, thicnumber of people not served by rural

development rams seems to be growing mind poverty conditions are

worsening.** There seems to be neither manpower, money nor enough time'

to train the-people needed to meet, in the conventional wayi, the enormous

demands which arise when official policy tries-to make millions of people

more active and equal participants in a nation's life patterns. Speaking

to his Board of Governors in 1973, World-Bank President RObert McNamara

Ama
said:

*For a discussion of the village level
locinunication and Rural Development in
Institute, Honolulu, 1976, pp. 17-19.

Worker's role, see Syed A. Rahim,

Bangladesh. East-West Comiaunication

6

*s*ulietliniala.mMu=lo:,hrsegperc!Tilageopfa:7011;e:-t Yfears7:1%dto 81%.

For,a simillar comment about the inadequacy of rural development efforts'

in Asia see ERD (mentioned below), p. 1.

I
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sObviOusfy it is not possible for governments to .deal directly
with- aver 100 million small farm families. What.isrequired-
is.the organization of local Paris groups, which will service
millions of farmers at low cost, and the creation of inter-,
mediate institutions, through whfek4ovbrtiments',and tommerclal
institutions can provide the necessary technical: assistance
and financial. esources,for-them....

The projected number` of trained peilsonnel who will graduate
annually froar-existing,agricultural educational institutions
can at best satfsfy less than half the total, needs of the
developing world." (Emphasis added.)

.v

McNamara went on ta*pOint out that, the ratio .of agricultural' agents

to farm.families in thi,divpopIng nations is about 1:8000.. There is

an equally severe shortage of such people in the health, dental and

nutrion fields. In onedepartment (a geographic unit similar to a

district or county) in Guatemala the,ratio.of dentists to rural people

is' 1:168,700:

More than .numbers. It is conventional knowledge that numbers alone

do not reveal the full extent of the dilemma. speaking about agriculture,

McNamara poinled'out to his Board that "onfOa small fractiop of these

limited services is av4ilable to. the small farmer." Services, tend tot
gb to those communities which are near the good. roads, and to thOse people

who are already. better off than the 40% "left behind." The author

recently traveled into the shallow interior.of Indonesia's West Kalimantan

stformerly Borneo) via river boat and on foot. and found that four out of

four villages visited had not had any non-formal education programs.

While there may be no systematic evidence, observation of intervention

programs suggests at least two other conditions that make the situation

worse than indicated by numbers alone. One educated hunch is that an

abundance of time that could be fruitfully used infield work is consumed

by bureaucratic paper shuffling - -a situation which rural development

workers often willingly tolerate rather than go into the field.

9
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Anotareducatee hdbch would be that _effective use of rural develop--

ment people to date has been limited by their "alien" status in the cow'

munities wheii they work - -a situation aggravated by the liiitdd amount of

timithey spend in a community.* It seems plausible to suggest that

resistence and short-lived programs also result from the threat these

people Pepresentedio the communities' traditional power structure.**

Overcoming the manpower dilemma - -includ4ng some of the associated

difficulties of effective use of manpower resources provide change

agencies their biggest calenge',in the years ahead. The solUtion is

likely to be shaped in part by some of the themes running through rdcent.
4P .

rural development--1-iterature.

Sources of current themes in rural development

Three recent publications reflect the thinking and expertise Of a

wide range of persons associated with rural deVelopment, including

government, university, foundation and agency people from different_

parts of the world. They include researchers, planners, administrators,

and operational people. The publications are:

1. Extended Rural Development, (hereafter referred to as ERD)
published by the Rural Development Committee at Cornell
University. This monograph was the result ota conference
at Cornell University on training and resea needs for
rural development in Asia. The conference, n turn, was

based on a series of trips throughout Asia i various

Cornell faculty members talked with tiers gov= rnment

and education about these needs. T ti tie took
place in 1974.

*In India's Intensive Agricultural Development Progrjm, an extension worker
was responsible-for 1000 farmers spread out in different villages. Despite

_ the title of the program,it was obviously very difficult f an agent to

deal very intensively with a farmer, a group of farmers, communities

in which the extension person worked. In many cases, he must

have been considered an "outsider."

*Rahim (p.49) notes that in the Comilla Rural Development Project: "In
some cases, the traditional leadership positions in the village were
threatened by the increasing power df the cooperative's manager or model
farmer."'

4-
1C)



2.' Integrated Communication, (abbreviated IC in futut4
references), published by ,t East-West Communication
Institute.- The *subtitle ivf this publication summarizes
its focus: A Report on the International Conference on
Integrated Communication for Rural Development. Ihe
confbrence was held at the East-Wist Communication-Institute, .

in.1974 and included people with considerible rural Ovelop;
.

ment experience in Asia. ,v

3. Effective Communication with the Rural Poor, (Executive
Summary), PUblisped by the Academy for Educational Develop-
ment. This is an overview.of two longer volumes which
report on a study sponsored by USAID's Office of Education

rAand Hump Resources, Bureau for Technical Assittanci. The
J study includes interviews with 123 people from iliternational
agencies and university communities; a review of theoretical
and research contributions of several behavioral sciences and
"hundreds" of reports of development projects; an47personal
visits to projects in less developed countries. Hell E.
Ennis de Sagasti prepared the report during 1974-75, .

. Rural development themes.

Among the themes which emerge from these varied expert resources

are the following:

41,

1. Rural devglopmeAt should be characterized by a decentralized

mode of operation.

For example, the thrust of the "extended rural development" concept

is that a rural 4evelopment program cover a wide geographic area, yet

be varied enough to meet local circumstances. Both of these conditions

imply a great need for manpower and material resources, which, according

to ERD thinking ?must be mobilized in the.rural sector itself. (ERD, p.4)

Likewise, Sagasti recommends that rural development projects consider
. ...the need for flexible planning of rural .development

programs which a) allow more general objectives of national

or regional plans to be made specific at the local level in
responfe to existing sociocultural aied situational dif-
ferences; and b) 'allow such objectives to be modified or
revised in response .to feedback from the field. ( Sagasti,
p. l)

4
_

11
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2. There should be greater local partAcipation in
f

desighingLand

. carrying out programs.

lice ERD group ihdicates, for example, that expanded ruraldeveldpment

strategy depends'on a system of'orgini,zation. down to the),localAINAnd

thXt the system must be "lotal organizatfon intensive (-ERD, p. 8)
..

Further: "We envision locat-people increasingly ilidifying and organ-

. izing traNning sessions with or without outside assistance." (ERD,. p. 12) -.

Local elements'in the rural developMent system should.beNconsidered the

first rung of the development system rather thl)ast link.
.

Sagasti also ndicate$

...the need or partitipation of the local people indecision- .
making about specific development actions to be taken by them,
in order to ensure appropriateness and responsiveness of develop-
ment plans to rural people's needs and possibilities.* (Sagasti, p..15)

3. Rural development programs should be multi-focused. /

The new labels beihg appended to rural development (i.e., "interrated

rural development" and "ext.:inded rural development") reflect this emphasis

on dealing with several aspects of community life rather than one.

Ensminger makes the pjint quite directly: "plstatutions...arwrurilt

and'family oriented, and not agriculturally oriented." (IC, p. 7)

%?
In outlining policy recommendati

I'
for external assistance agencies lb

Sagasti suggesti'ls a key area. fetus, the training of multi-purpose

village level workers selected from rural" populations. (Sagasti, pp. 2546)

4. There shoulokbe a stronger emrisis do preventjon than was

characteristic of traditional rural development,programs..

Whereis.the veterinarian might formerly-have devoted most of his

attention to treating diseased ahiMals, thestrategyin an extended

rural development program would have him dealing more broadly with the

causes of the. problems and pmyhoting measures to prevent than from

occuring ig the'first place: (See ERD; pp. 33-34 Prevention -erirented

*Interestingly, this is also a position being taken by some professional
communication people in the production of their content. See "Film in.

. Development," ICIT Report, No. 14 (April 1975), Information Center for

Instructional Technology, Academy for Educational Development, Washington.
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programs require fewer highly skilled technical persons (such as doctOk),

and more resources for "routine" services and for providing'informatioh

and education.' It is a shift/from a relatively intensive program for a

ew, to an extensive program serving many. Berg's comment (1973, p.18).

that "...clearly it is easieOto prevent malnutrition than to cure it"

reflects'the growing concern over scarce so histicated resources for)

deiling with problems of the poor.

Operationalizing the "new rural development"

Threaded throughout the problems, strategies and themes discussed

above is an implicit and significant role for communication. Encouragingg
local people Ito participate more indetermining and controlling their

destinies suggests a better informed and educated populace. Better dental

care may reqUth ingenuity in adapting local materials for "tooth brushes"
.

and .tome preventivt clinic services, but it also requires a program to

persuade parents of the need to reinforce such praWces in the home.

In fact, it seems unlikely thatlhe.new rural development strategies can

be effectively implemented widely without a.conscious, deliberate communica-

tion strategyiveq into the fabric of the rural. development program."

ruAhermore; in much of the developing world, this communication .strategy

must help overcome themanpower dilemma.by developing communication systems

education and information which are based on simple communication

technology. The stress must be on simple technology partly because of

cost factors, partly because of its operational simplicity, partly because

of power and logistical considerations, and partly because of the need to

use information materials which can be patterned to local communities'

needs. Inevitably, simple technology must take over much of that part

of the change agent role that was devoted to providing information and

non-formal education directly to the ultimate consumer at the villfge

level.*

lsee the middle of the following page for'footnote.
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Mies this leave no place far the more-sophisticated technology such

at television and communication satellites? Despite dramatic experiments.

in such places. as India, Alaska and the Rocky Mountain region of thee,

United States:such technology in the near future can play only a very

limited role '-in the new rural development strategies within the. next

decade.** The diallenge to developing-nations now is to make realistic

use of the more sophisticated. technology--which has a troft centralizing!

homogenizing bias associated with it--to support'of a development strategy

more mosaic in pattern. :

.

*Berg (p. 79);potes: "The personal transfer of information obviously has .

merit. But even assuming that person-to-petsbn nutrition education trans-
- lated to aLiarge scale effort can sustain accuracy its instruction*

and enthusiasm in its Workers, it cannot overcome the basic limitation'of
per -son -to- person communication:. the size of the audience. The number of

persons in the lower socioeconomit,groups that can be ached varies by

country but is seldom great, especially in larger counties. The needy

ordinarily do not participate in--and often are not aware of--activities ,

frOm which they might benefit. To reach them would require an,army of
field workerS--in some cases diverted from other priorities--and an army-
like budget, requirements unlikely to. be met by the already strained

resources of most-devgloping countries. Rahim,(p. 55) indicates that

"The interpersonpl network of communication in Comilla was adequate to
carry information into the villages and transmit feedback only so tong

eat
as the scope and coverage of the project were limited. But with he
'expansion of the project the interpersonal system was overload .The

Academy failed lb develop a mass media support tysteathat could reduce
the load on the interpersonal channels and minimize he distortion and

lOss of intimation that was transmitted by.the managers and model farmers.

This proved }two be a serious weakness of the communication n-system in Comilla."

**This point is elaborated tiir4her in the -authorq paper: The Frontier
of Communication, paper prepared for the Cornell- CIAT,International.
Symposium on Communication Strategies for Rural Development,. Cali,

Colombia, 1974. See also-Wilbur Schramm, Big Mediar-Little Media., Agency
for International Development, Washington, 1973, David. R. Evans, Technology

in' Non Education, A Critical Appraisal, Center for International
.Education, Niversity of Massachusetts, Amhopt, 1976 (lithographed);
aed Henry J. Ingle, Communication Media andorechnology: -A Look at Their

Role. in Non. Formal Education Programs, Academy for Educational Development,

Washington, 1974. .
.

-Sr
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Communication, technology and rural development in Indonesia.

The author had an opportunity to deal .in a very concrete way with

many of the issues raised in this paper whilt.a.member of a team exploring

the application of satellite technology `to rural development problems

in Indonesia.* In anticipation of its newJcommunication satellite,

there was considerable interest in Government of Indonesia circles' in

exploring use of the satellite ineducation. But what - started out

focuAing on satellite communication ended'upbeing a'system consisting

of a 1:41oader range of communitatioh techn9logy, largely in consideration.

Of some.of the issues outlined thusfar-in this paper. The result is

MECS, a Model Educational CommuniCation System for improving rural'

education in Indonesia.

Highlights of the MECS.

It is importint to highlight some of the main features of the Model

Educational' Communication. System before being swllowed up in the details.

Although it is a vjllage level non-formal education rural development

scheme, its most striking feature is the absence of any new organizational

structure at that:level. The system relies on the,-existing social organiza-_

-tion foe-its implOentation. Obviously this runs the risk of encountering

village stratification structures which may impede the flow of benefits to

the poor. It has happened b4fore. Kumar notes, for example, that

community deVelopment programs failed in India because certain strata

controlled or dominated village formal and informal institutions and this

sometimes stood in the way of mobilizing the rural-population. (IC, p. 102)

*Other members of the. team included Dr. Alvin Miller, Dr. Dean Jamison,
Dr. David Sprague and Dr. Stnity Handleman. While the author prepared
much of the report on whith the following 'discussion is based, he bene-
fitted-greatly from:material gathered by. the whole team, Of discussions
and suggestions of the team, as well as contacts with a great number of-

. Indonesian government officials, teachers, and villagers, and with spe-
cialists in the Bureau of Technigpl ASSistance of WID and theAcademy
for Educational DeVelopment.
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On the othef hand it is important to have durable institutions

. participating in rural development programs, not some that will flourish

only briefly and then wither away. Building on local institutions also

avoids the problem of."outsiders" threatening village leadership or of

outsiders having to learn the structure.and "cultivate" village com-

munities where they will work.* a

The MECS also acknowledges the point that there is not likely to

be any significant breakthrough soon in.moving specially and adequately

-trained rural development workers into thesthousands of villages beyOdd

the reach of regular roads and river lanesthe kinds of villages that

make up much of the develdting world.

Thus, another characteristic of MECS'is that it puts much of the

^choice and initiative squarely on the shoulders of villagers themselves

for bringing development information and non formal education into the

village. .

libls does not mean that villagers must be the experts. But they can'

identify the important problems of the community and mobilize resources

that will help them understand the problems and perhaps begin to deal

, with some of them. A key to this process is having a range of develop-

ment- related information (e.g. on health, nutrition, literacy, agriculi

and marketing techniques, etc.) readily.avai)aple to community leaders

which they can use at the most appropriate and convenient time.

t
*The importance.of the local structure is emphasized by Harsono Suwardi,

professor at the University of Indonesia. He says that even though the

'mass media provide people with basic information, village people remain

"quiet:" Before they act as a result of new information, "they need
actually to be encouraged first by a person in their immediate environ-
ment whom they know and respect. These persons might be opinion leaders,

formal or informal leaders." From Radio to Satellite Broadcasting,
*Problems and Prospects Toward Indonesian Development Process paper pre-
pared for the Program of Advanced Study on Communication Technology in a
Changing Society: Exploratirs in Institutional Reactions - New Under-
standing in Communication, Eist-West Communication Institute, 1976, p. 11.
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MEtS proVides a community oriented resources reservoir upon which

village teaders, women `s clubs or village )eaders can draw and to which

they can contribute. .11-acing such a responsibi ity on the community

itself is a.relatiiely new "self help" strategy onsistent -- perhaps to

an extreme - -with the notion of-local participati n.* It means that
1

programs which evolve are more likely to be thos of the village,

under taken it a time when the 'is ready. "Real change," says
.

Sagasti, "that is, appropriate a lasting chap can_only take place

when people are ftady for'it and committed to ." :(Sagast4; p. 18)**

. . It is also important to stress 'that the program outlined belawsdoes

not constitute a complete rural development system. It is basically the

information/education component. It is not a delivery system, for example,

for dental or nutrition services. But it is a communication witem which
,

can contribute substantially to a readiness and demand for these kinds

Ntservices. In many rural areas, services are available-or cambe-

cured but people do not know how, or are not motivated, to take advantage

of them.*** And-it is_Clear that information and education can eliminate

or reduce the:need for some services through promotion of effective,
'

"prevention"Jmactices. qb :?r'. '14"

*However the principle seems'consistant with.the "gotong-royong" philosophy
in Indonesia of cooperative undertaking in which "one problem in a village
will become aNwhole village problem.See Suwardo (1976)4 p. 12. Also Sven
Hamrell Executive Director of the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation comments
in his inttoduction to the Uppsala Workshop report on'Film-making in
Developing, Countries: "Experts are learning that village people have a
'fair idea' of their development problems, can express them well and be
innovative in solving them" (ICIT Report No. 14)

**Compare with Ensminger's comment on what has heretofore.been -the situation:
"...those who arenow expressing support of rural development are doing
so as a means of achieving, their own program objectives." (IC, p. 10)

***Kamien points out thatalthough many health services were available to
Aborigines in a New South Wales community, many of.the Aborigines did not
make appropriate use of them. Kamien places much responsibility on the
providers who rendered services at times and places convenient to themselves.
But the role of communication s revealed in his observation that "it is
apparent that neither the doctors and nurses an one hand nor the Aborigines
on the other had much insight into each other's conceptual world." (cont p. 13)
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Despite the emphasis on "localism," national priorities are also

important: In the WO ome of the important roles of,the professionally

trained changLagent is to mohiliie national materials and make them
-.

locally appropriate. The agent is not expected to be the physical,

interpersonal communication link with,the villages. This. is a role for

,communication technology.
.

BackgrOund of MECS If
a

,'" indonesia cabs many-of the same problems that plague many Otherl
,

developing natt ns: -poverty, low literacy, inadequate rural education

4tystim with higi drop-out rates in the Iementary schools, health and

. - notrifion-difi4encies, etc. And coupled with these is a shortage of

resources f6r dealing with the Problems. As elsewhere, the most acute

and persistent difficulties are in the rural areas, especially those

hardest. to reacrwith ameliorAtive programs. National policy, however,

asserts that these areas can no longer be Ignored. and left behind.

Among the priorities lidentified by Indonesia's five year plaN.

Repelita II, is improving rural education, including, formal education at

the elementary level, agd non-formal education (NFE) for the rural out-of-

school population. NFE includes a wide-range of subjectimatter--agriculture,

. tvic education*, health, vocational training, citizenship, etc.--and

therefore implies involvement by different government departments (ministries).

***(cont.) Max Kamien, "Cultural Chasm an&Chaos in the Health Care

Services to Aborigines in Rural New South Wales," Medical Journal of

Australia SpeCial Supplement, 1975, 2:10. A similar situation existed in

rural New York State, where despite the availability of social welfare

services and an abundance of formal communication media, the rural poor

often were unaware of low cost health care and other "programs" through

which they could benefit. See Royal D. Colle, "CSCS: An Experimental

System for Communicating with Hard-to-Reach People", Papers in Communica-

tion, No. 1, Department of Communication Arts, Cornell University, Ithaca,

NY, 1973.

*Bisic education itself contains a variety of ingredients, including

.,numerical skills, language, sanitation, etc. See Education, Sector

Workinil Paper, World Bank, Washington, 1974.

1'S'

Alm
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The Indonesian Goyernment (GOI) has been exploring the application of

educational technology to attack those4needs.. The problem in Indonesia is

particularly difficult because of geographic obsiAles: it is.a nation of

0
islands stretched across an expanse of some three thousand miles, with

scarce transportatiOn infrastructure in many areas: _Within this territory

lies a tremendous cultural and-economic diversity. Indpnesia's hetero-

geneity makes it iriappropriate for massive, uniform, highly centralized,

intervention programs. The MRCS was desjgned to meet these chill

The No41 Eduiational Communication System integrateksatellit

communication,jradio broadcasting, audio thstetieotechnoloides thto an

operation which can swiftly provide Indonesian-villages in the farthest

provinces the latest information and assistance from-national and provincial

centers. (See the diagram on the following page.) Another major component

of the system,' PENMAS, Ilidoneria's community oriented WIFE agency. prOvides

the possibility of localizing these materials for the smaller geographic

and political units,.as well as coordinating the dissemination of informa-

tion for kabupaten and kecamatan offices of Government departments such as

Health, Agriculture, etc.* The system tiso provides school4teaohers,

village leaders, and others opportunities to develop and use local resources

effectively to pattern learning and development projects to the cultural

conditions of the community. Thi;,is discussed in more detail below.

While it is a system which can move educational material rapidly

from senders to receivers, it is also a system which will enable a ,

community's members to receive information and training at.a pace and in

a form most appropriate to their various neejs and learning circumstances.

Approaches to the rural education problem.

-following are some of the approaches specifically related to educational

technology for improving rural education which emerged from educational

institutions, meetings with government officials, students andiothers in

the cities and the rural, areas.

*The main geo-political units mentioned in this'paper, from largest to smallest

are: nation, pcoyince (state), kabupaten (district), kecsamaten (sub-district)

and village. "Village" and "community" are used interchangeably.

13
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One app each is to provide more extensive in-service training for

. village elementary school teachers. This includes providing training At14
.1 t-1:

directly to the,teacher awing hours when the teacher is not in the

classroom.

ir
Another approach is to provide information and lessons directly -tp

.

stuents, via =educational technology. While students learkfron experts

provided through technology, teachers can benefit in twolways: *first,

they (along withyte students) can learn wAat may be new classroom material;

and by studying methods ysed by those presenti4 the material, the teachers
'

/
can learn new teachtig techniques.

.

A third approach is to inJbfve parents in. the eduCtitional process.

This assumes that the school)-drop out problem, which wastes valuable

:resources in several ways,-is as much and perhaps more a.mparent" Problem

than a student problem. Parents who do not know and/or do not understand

the school program may detide that working in fields or tapping rubber

trees is a more valuable use of daytime hours than school. Thus, communica-

ting with parents of school children is a vital part of the over-all ,

process of up-grading rural education.

A fital aspect of rural education involves providing families with

information to help them cope better with their environments - -and perhaps

improve their environments. For example, the health and nutritional status

of school children influences their attendance at school and their ability

, to function effectively while in school. Furthermore, the overall charac-

ter of the commufity may be infjuenced by citizens,

. Including the young out-of-school youths, ave to learn skills and to

acquire attitudes throDgenon,formal educatitn.

Thus a rural education program can have many facets, some Of which

are not traditionally and conspicuously "education." In this project it

° was suggested that an educational technology system should try to deal + .

with all of these approaches, in an integrated way, although administratively
#

the responsibilities may lie in several different Departments or Directorates

of the Government.

a
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Cultural and economic considerations indicated quite strongly that

the most Appropriate medium for a system using edutational technology.

should be based on aural communication: Many rural societies 7- and this

is the case in Indonesia -- have a stronger oral/listening tradition than

print. or visual, and research clearly indicates that people can learn

from audio-only Messages.*

Components of the Model Educational Communication System: An_Overview

Using radio. Radio has been used around the world in various educv.

tional applications. Because radio can hurdle geograph1 barriers, it

can be used to communicate regularly With teachers and-community leaders

to give them helpful information on education and development matters on

ii regular basis. Radio-is especially helpful in conveyt timely informa-

tion uniformly to teachers widely dispersed in a province o .abupaten,

and to provide some NFE directly to rural communities.

Using audio cassettes technology (ACT). Audio cassettes are being

used An rural development throughout the world. In Indonesia, too, it

is-possible to find cassettes being used to communicate with rural people.

Among the characteristics of ACT which makes it appropriate for the Model

Educational Communication System include:

41. 4 1. Timing. A cassette can be used when the user is ready
and when other associated materials are available.
For example, schools in Kecamatan Sei Ambawang (located
in-West Kalimantan and part of what was formerly called
Borneo) seem to operate on different schedules. Trying

to schedule a broadcast for in-schobi consumption that
would be suitable to all of them would be impossible.
Also, a cassette can be used to explain to teachers how
to use new textbooks or other materials' when they are
actually available. Cassette use can also be scheduled
around other community events which may be unknown to a
radio station, or even if known, it would be difficult
for the station to adjust schedule-wise for individual
communities.

*See,for example, the contAt and bibliographies in the following: Schramm,

(1973) Emile McAnany, Radio's Role in Development: Five Strategies of Use

Academy for Educational Development, Washington, 1973; and li in

Instructional Radio, Sommary of a Seminar, Radio Software Restea ect,

Center for International Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1976.

.1
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2. flexibility. A cassette message can be made as long or
as short is the message demands. On radio, the.message
must usually fit the station's scheduling system.

3. Re tition. Users of cassettes can play back a recording
as many t mes,as they wish. This %tends to be one of the
great advantages mentioned by agencies which use cassettes
in education /information programs. Radio cannot usually
provide the same opportunity for a person to hear

'first

or, third time material not clearly understood the

'first time. With ACT, the frequency of repetition i$
relatively unlimited.

Localised. Content cap be patterned to the local
commun ty. Within one kecamatan in West Kalimantan
there is what appeared to be a strongly religious
community and one whose people migrated from Java;
another seemed less religious and more "indigenous." .It

its relatively easy to meet what are likely to be differ-
'ing needs of the teachers, students, and adults in these
communities by tailoring cassettes to these local conditions.

5. Participation. Cassette technologyqofferi the :opportunity
to use material produced by the consumers, f.e., by

andvillagers themselves. This may be both cultural and
educational material which can be shared internally and
with otherevillages. I

6. Feedback. With machines that record as well as playback,
gars can articulate their views and needs without'such

"intermediaries" as written messages or live messengers.

7. Lack of pressure. The audio cassettelechnology component
avoids the problem of having to constantly produce material
to satisfy the voracious appetite of a radio series.
Writers and producers can take time to develop good materials

rather.than to have to meet difficult deadlines simply in
order to have something ready for broadcast.

8. Purposeful. This is similar to the item above (#7) but
applies to the consumer end of the system. Listening to

a regular radio broadcast may have an advantage in build-

ing a habit; however, it may also become routine and

uninspiring. Building an activity around a deliberately
selected cassette program makes the exposure a purposeful
event.

9. Simplicisy. Anyone can operate a cassette tape machine
with 5 minutes instruction or less.
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10. Durabilit/. The tape cassette, itself and the tape machine

are relatively durable because most moving parts are
concealed.

11'. Transportability. The machines are small and light weight.
This, of course, could present a problem in trying to
prevent stealing. The norms concerning stealing of
community property vary.from place to plat, and distribution
methods have to be adapted to local custom.* General experience N
with the use of audio cassette technology in rural areas.
suggests that there is usually more difficulty in keeping
track of the equipment In e offices of the agency than in
the. rural communities4. DMA and carelessness with
equipment ;also seems 0-be hi r in the agency thah in
the viral community.

12. Retention. Cassette content can be.protecttid against
erasure by removing a small "tab" on the back of the
cassette - -a very simple operatiop. The cassette can no
longer be used for recordihg, bu can continue to be
played_back.

13. Availability. Cassette technology is widely availabl in

Indonesia. Most of the school children'even_fn..-remo
rural schools knew what cassettes were, and one can ind

cassettes on sale commercially from Pasar Baru to Ku +Beach,
Bali. Indeed, they are being used by "catechists" id
villages in Central Java, and probably elsewhere. Music
cassettes are more available in Indonesia than are phonograph
records.

The operational center of the audio cassette communication coMponent

would be at the kecamatan, administratively one level above the village.

Here also are headquarters for various rural development professionals

concerned with. providing services to the villages. Also in the kecamatan

are the PENMAS people, whom the GOI has c!jrged (GOI Decree No. 32) with

.respomsibility for coordinating all NFE programs. In the MECS, the .9ENMAS

unit would be the most appropriate agency to operate tlp Kecametan

Educational Resource Center or KERC. From this center, villages could

.find and borrow materials to carry out village-designed NFE prOjects.

More information on how the KERC_ operates in the overall system will be

provided below.

.1

*Various distribution variations are discussed in, the author's 'Distribution
Patterns for ACT in Rural Development," in Five Papers en Cassette Special
Communication Systems, Department of Communication Arts, Cornell University,
Ithaea,11r. 1915 ilfthographed).
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The communication satellite. The design of Indonesia's nelri.ebwijmi -

cation satellite system includes at least one.groUnd station in each

province. With the-satel

T

roto and ground stations, educational material

and development informatiol in.audio format eventually'cenybPdiffused

throughout the whole nation simultaneously. This can'include content

developed by experts )0 education, agriculture, healih, nutrition or

- any agency offering NEE for rural people. The "final" link to.th0;e1

populatioo can be either throUgh radio
1414,

braodcaljing.of'tbrou"e KERCs.

The diagram on the following page suNizes the components aid their .

uses in the MECS:

The Model Educational Communication gyltem in Actjon.

Each of the key componenii of the MECS has S specific role to play.

For example, radio is mostsuitilble-for conveying: (a) 'information that

. is uniformily applicable (nevi a wide geographic area; (b) information that

is relatively easy to assimilate when heard only one time; (c) information

that does not have to be coordinated with other materials, or wittrtime

schedules of schools; Aid (drinformattollithat can be understood by a

teacher (and village) population characterized by a wide range of.

intellectual capabilities.

The KERC component, based'initially on.audio cassette technology pi i

most suitable for providing teachers and other listeners with: (a) Oat 1

which may require more careful an 'concentrated listening;- (b) material
ie

which involves written exercises, or noite-taking; *aterial which includes

drill" or repetitious exercises, (d) material which may require'pacing

according to in7rndividual listener's ability; (e) material thrt-is co-

ordinated with books or other matertals; (f) and material thai is ptttern-

ed to local conditions.

The satellite's role is that of rapid delivery of timely materials

from miasmal centers to provincial redistripution points.

Iftllowiqg is a more detailed descriptioa of how.the system would Ark.

4
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The KERCis-designed.to provide villages withfaccess to simple coM-

mUnicatiohlechnology and software particularly related to rural develop-. *

pent.- Located at'the kecamatan governmental level, a KERC is initially

.
coiiitted to makingavailable (a) a wide.range.of audio materials, particu-

larly in aUdid cassette foriet, and (b) the equipment necessary to use*

those materials in the villages.

Depending on the needs and financial support available, a KERC at

some point could also employ other media1such as film, slides or portable

television..

This system can serve both formal education (teachers and ititents

in the School,system) and the needs of NFE. In primary level education

it can be Used..for in-service teacher training, a vital problem'in Indonesian

rural communities.. In some cases this maxsimultaneously involve direct
lb

teaching of. students via audio cassette technology. Because MECS focuses

on the village level consumer, the clear organizational distinctions that

may exist at the national or provincial level between teacher training,

direct teaching via technology, and NFE become considerabWOlurred.

KERC-is more than a "cassette library." It is a systair which involves

a production and distribution strategy. At the village level, it consists

of educational and other local agencies or clubs borrowing cassette units

and tapes from the kecamatan office for use in the villages.* Itielso

involves teachers, students; villagers and various specialists participating

in the creation of some of the software on a continuing basis. Thus they

resources available in any kecamatan would be a composite of material

funnelled in from national,provincial,and kabupaten sources, and those

created by villages located in the kecamatan

Examples of KERC in Action: teacher training. 4111

Teachers need help in "teaching methods," in working with.new teXt-
books, in teaching sdth subjects as'math, Bahasa Indonesia, and social

studies. In some cases not all teachers need all of this help. In

Cftlighs--,-therAly not all neerft at the same took-first-at -the-

textbook situation.

*It should be emphasized that other kinds of communication resources
cam be added as appears appropriate for particular areas.
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Textbooks will never be uniformly distributed such that, at one
point in time, a radio brtadcast (or-series) can be transmitted to show
teachers how-to use those textbooks--when the teachers need that instruction.
For some, the broadcast would come before they had the books initheir
possession; for others, the broadcast may.come long after they have had
the textbooks. (The same type 'of situation might exist when other materials

are being nationally distributed.) However the KERC can provide the
.flexibility that is needed. When the textbooks do'reach a kecamatan,.
motivational and instructional material can be provided through the KERC
on a cassette. A teacher can borrow the.tape and listen to it as many
times as he (she). needs to learn how to use the new textbooks. In short,

the audio assistance can be.delivered at the time when the message is
needed--when the books are in hand, not months or weeks before or after.*

Also, an alert provincial education officer could alto describe on
the cassette ways a teacher can make the textbooks "localized" -- and

k the province-or kabupatan education office could provide audio materials
whiCh could be used with the textbooks to make them meaningful in the

loOal context.
.,

.

.

Social studies. One of the goals expressed frequently in GOI
documents is the need-8 make education meaningful, to localize-it, to *

make it relevant. A tape might be available in the KERC which illustrates'.
for a Teacher hoW to use local resources in teaching social studies.
If this.tape is produced at the province or kabupaten level (with the
possibility of inserts from the kecamatan level), it can deal with
-specific examples of approaches a teacher can use to make social studies
more lively and interesting. In addition, the same or a companion tape
could include stories told by local story tellers or early settlers,
or messages from important local or regional peOple (the Governor,

a military commander,, an athlete, an artist, etc.): These could serve
as background for the teacher, or the teacher could play the actual
.recording for. the class.

.

(In Kecamatan Sei.Ambawang, West Kalimantan, a person who came from
Java 60 years'ago to found a village is still living. ICtlrearly, his story

' of the beginnings and- changes in that village would con ibute significantly
to making'social studies both fascinating and lively.. One can easily draw
(the conclusion that this would also mean better learning and better teaching.
Obviously the teacher could also bring that person into class if she were
Inspired to do so. But the man will not live forever: he should be-tape
recorded now for social studies lessons 10 and 15 years from now.)

*Cf. Rahim: "The effective communication of innovations in Comilla was
due to two main factors. First, the communication inputs were related to

the flow 6f physical inputs. Attempts wereimade to'keep the messages
relevant to the practical activities that could tre--ultdertaken-bythe
village. The communication of any innovations that had not been tested
locally or for which the physical supplies and services had not been
arranged, was avoided. This practice helped to maintain a low expecta-
tion profile and 15 avoid frustrations." P. 54.,
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Bahasa Indonesia. The potential of using tapes in language instructfon
even where there is a good teacher hardly needs amplification. Where there
is a teacher who needs in- service training in language teaching, use of
the KERC resources can have two advantages. The KERC can bring expert
language instruction directly to students,,and the recordings can both
directly and indirectly increase the local teacher's competence. T re

is considerable evidence of teachers learning from materials del for
use of their students. Thus-liFiiicher is likely to learn be r rasa
Indoneisan from.the_tapes, and the teacher is likely to learn good waysp
of teaching the language from the models provided on the tapes. Note that
this a situation &here teacher training and direct teachi of s is

begin to blend.

Examples of KERC in Action: non - formal education

There will never be enough field workers in health, nutr tion;
agriculture, family planning and child rare to cover all Indonesian villages
adequately. And it would be the rare exception where one field worker
could handle several of these important information areas. satisfactorily:
There is a strong need to provide the limited number bf RehMAS community
education workers with resources which will stretch both his reach
(number 9f villages and people he can make .contact with) and iscope
of his information resources (the number of different subjects he can
manage). Presently he must usually depend on the good will, motivation .

and conscientiousness of peoplein other departments to provide personally
the instruction to meet a village's NFE needs.

PENMAS could have impact in many more villages with a wide variety
of NFE-type linformation through KERCs. Villagers could have the, use of

tapes on special topics such as health without having to await the arrival
of a specialist such as public health person (wt at any rate is more
likely to be concerned with curative/dispensaryitype'activities rather
than educational/informational/preventative activities). In the village,

the cassette information could be used individuallAr by groups. In

some places, a cassette "program" isrmore likely to stimulate group
listening than a radio broadcast because often individuals own radios in
a village and it is not necessary to come together to listen.*

It is possible to provide, along with a, "program" cassette, a cassette
which ggides a volunteer (head of women's group, religious leader, village
leader, etc.) in leading a discussion. For example, the recorded guide
material can outline the major points covered in the program, suggest
hafto introduce the program, suggest how tosAtart discussion afterwards,
and provide some background informatlorkfor questions most likely to be
asked.**' The cassette guide can also Pevide information that gives a
local perspective to the program tape that may haveorigingted at a
national center.

new recent (1973) study indicates the impact of the transistorized radio on

village communicationpractices: instead of coming together to listen
to the rural radio forum, villagers preferred to listen to their own
transistors at home. This seems to be one of the reasons for the decline'
in some of the forums, Repoeted by Suwardo, 1976, from Soedrajat
Martaatmedja, Siaran Fedesaandi Indonesia a Country Report, Jakarta, 1975, p.2.

3i
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Although "organized" group listening with a trained leader would be
an excellent adjunct to this process in ordqr to stimulate discussion,
group listening itself see" often to stimuTete spontaneous discussion.
There is not evidence whether or not this will lead to action, if action
is the goal. W a

Examples of KERC in Action: reaching parents iv

. -

Teachers can encourage or assign students to take cassette tapes
qbamel rarewith a player) for home study. It is a ra situa on where parents
and others in the household will not also be exposed t cones.
This has a dual implica6on: first, parents will absorb some of the
material from the tape. Second, parents may become more interested in
the schooling process and be more highly motivated to. keep their children
in school (assuming that the content does pm. to be relevant to what
they perceiveas the farily or community welfite).

- 25 -

Related to the last point is the possibility of using the audio
cassette system to tape-record specially prepared projectskin the class-
room to he played for comeunity events. This hes the advantage of
involving parents and the community in the edutAtional process, and of
providing special educational projects for the children. (For example,
a'simple project would be to collect and record-stories from local people
on the history of the village. 'These might evenObe deposited in the KERC
for others to b&rrow, or for use with future classes. Another possibility
is to record local music,* or "success stories" lm ggriculture or other
local. industry to be played on radio, stations.)

KERC software production

In the precedin text, sevvel sources of content. for the KERC
have been suggested or implied;/ "That topic is dealt with more directly,
in the following par graph1.- -44'

re+4;

** (page 24)
A system similar to this
Education Program in Gua

g used successfully ih the Basic Village

e44 l
*A rural develo t prOject in Ecuador generatid c siderable enthusiasm
among village retarding indigenous music. T actual leadership for,
doing the recording seems to have come from within the village. See James
Hoxeng, Tabacundo Batter Powered Dial° ue, Technical Note No. 10,
Ceneer or n rnat na cat on, In vers y of Mas3achusetts,
Amherst, 1976.
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1fillege production. .Villagers (teachers, village head,
etc.) coula borrow a tape loathing and blank tape to
make simple recordings for "txercises", for a permanent
.addition to the KERC resource collection, and for
feedback to outside agencies. The possibilities of
villagers producing materials which can be used in programs
related to their community's own development should be
stressed. There is growing evidence that highly "professional'
) roductions put together with sophisticated hardwire are
not necessary characteristics of effective development
materials.* Local production also has-the advantage of
using "known" and authoritative .people' as well as linking
with some traditional media forms..

Kecamatan. At this level of government there is a variety
CarliWilists (family life welfare,' agriculture, etc..)
who can contribute content patterned for the local area
to the KERC.** In the kecamatans where tkere is a PENKAS
official (60% of the nation's kecamatansisave one), he
can stimulate the development of these materials. This
is one level at which social studies material can also be
collected.

Kabupatan/Province. Many kabupatans have SPGs, the high
schools which train elementary school teachers. They can
be encouraged to produce tapes for teacher training. In

,addition, specialized government departments have more
staff and other resources at this level and can prepare
taped materials to be duplicated and sent to the KERC.
At this level, also, there are government and RRI,radio
statiems which have facilities that might be used for more
sophisticated productions.

The SPGs can play a particularly important role Their
own students can themselves begin to use audio cassette
technology in student projects. These projects, properly
planned and supervised, can be the source of substantial
amounts of software for in-service training. There is.a
dual impact here: students can participate in the develop-
ment of "teacher training" software, and they can become
familiar and comfortable with audio as a means for
deli Bring and acquiring instruction. They will be the
teachers in the next 10 or 20 Ars who will be in the
villages -- themselves targets 6Y "upgrading", and them-
splves users of educational technology resources such as,..)
radio and KERC.

z

MITTOR is amplified in the author's "Why Not a Communication Cooperative,"
forthcoming. See also Evans (1916) pp. 30-31. (Valls on how to develop sp.
content that meets local needs are provided in Royal 0. Colle and Susana
Fernandez de Colle, The Communication Factor in Health and Nutrition
Prograis; A Case Study fromluatemala, World Health Organization, beneva,
1976.
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National centers.' Various GOI departments Can prodUce
materials for nationwideaistribution. These can be
mmde,available to the KERC for circulation on the local
level, It can be made more meaningful, also, if the
lower levels of vivernment are able to add to the
material to make it relevant to the particular province,
Acabupatan, or kecamatan. For example, if there is a
major GOI plan for credits to rural villages, or to
low Inca, farm families,"the details on iablemontartion.
(at whatever level implementation is to take place) can
be added to the centrally-produced explanation.

There are other agencies producing soft-ware which
might be suitable for the KERC system. For example,
UNICEF is planning to create a Child Development Media
Unit at the National Training 160 Research Center for
Community Education (PPLNPN) at Lembaog/Jayagiri (West
Ave); Although the-UNICEF project focuses on a limited
_number of communities on Java, its materials - -with and
without adaptation - -might have relevance to KERCs in
other places. Other software development projects
coming out of PPLNPN as a result of World Bank support
might also produce suitablkmaterial for KERC.

Social studies materials from the nation's capital
certainly could be readily produced and distributed
through the KERC system.

The KERC diffusion system.

How do materials reach the village? The cintral point from which

materials radiate to the villages is the kecamatan, but the actual

"%livery system" will vary from place to place. In West Kalimantan, river

twigs provide access between the kecamatan and.the villages. In other

locations it may be a missionary airplane or a commercial.systemsueb as

public bus transportation. But the link will usually bq a surface trans-

poreation link.

**(page 25)

Departments-at the national level usually have officials representing
than at government levels down to the kecamatan.

i



Getting materials to the FRC. The content made available to villages

reaches the KERC in three ways? (J) Cassell/ tape reoordiags can be

physically delivered to the KERC from Jakarta.'i province capital or a

constituent village by rvu/arly available means: mail, messenger, etc.

(2) Some iiihitent may be ..rded by the KERC itself. (3) And sore

content may be relayed via a. radio broadcast-to the KERC Viers it is

recorded for the KERC collection. One link in a national relay system

may include satellite relay.

Following are some typical paths that would be used in the system:

Productton point Intermediate links KERC action

Kabupatan SPa;
in service teacher
training material

Messengers carried via
available transport. to
KERCs

Placed in collection
.

i

PPLIIPM/Lembang:

child development
information

-

.

.

Recording to Jakarta by
mail. Duplicated. .

Shipped via air to
provincial capitals.
Local dimension added.
Relayed by radio to
KERCs

Recorded off-the -
air by KERC.
Placed in collection

c

Jakarta:
discussion of rural
education policy tn
Repelita

To provinces via satellite.
Relaym via radio to
KERC

Recorded off -the -

air by KERC.
Placed in collection

Provincial capital:
education needs and
development of region

Delivered to KERC
through government
organizational apparatus

Placed in collection

Village: dalang 411

recorded.
Sent to KERC via local
official or messenger

Placed in collection

KERC: records infor-
motion on local
agricultural techniques . .

Placed fin collection
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Some special notesoon KERC. Ito thAextent that it supports official

policy some KERC materials'can pe available in the 'local" linihages.

The KERC system does not require a constant input of new material.

Emphasis can be given to producing quality materials intermittently rather

than meetimg regular program deadlines with.whatever material is readily

available.

The following diagram illustrates the "structure" of a KERC. (see page 29.)

RADIO in the MECS.

There are three roles radio can play in the improvement of ruralf
education, as part of the Model Educational Communication System.

Relaying material to KERCS. This relay operation was discussed in

the tection on KERCs. Often radio stations in the government system

.(RRI) do not broadcast during parts ofthe morning and afternoon. dor

example, the station at Pontianac (West Kalimantan) is "silent" between

9-12 in the morning. During this period "programs" can be broadcast by RRI

and government stations primarily as a means for distributing material .to

KERCs. The KERCs can record it off the air and deposit the recordings.in

---the KERC collection. Whatever additional.audlence listened to these

broadcasts "live" would be a bonus although the content would not generally

be intended for casual listening.

General in-service training content. Listed on pages 17 and 20

was some of the content most appropriate for broadcast.as part of in-service

training for teachers. These programs could -be designed for regular

listening (e.g. weekly) and convey timely informatiod,,gecognition of

teacher efforts, afl4hdevelopment accomplishments, organizational and

philosophical aspects of educational programs; as well as management and

"housekeeping" materials.

Promotion of KERC materials. An important aspect of the KERC system

1s awareness on the part of teachers and villagers of the materials

available In the KERC: ':Spot announcements and-the regular education--

program broadcast by the radio stations can promote the use of these

materials in the villages, and can serve as a "stage" for exposing suit-

able village - recorded materials to a broader audience.

3G
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Sources of content for radio. The operating center for tile in- service

teacher training program on radio is most appropriately at the prdaid4410

capital, where-there is a substantial unit of the Department of Education

40d Culture. From this center,"the Department can draw on itelbown staff

resources, the SPGs, and the'resources available from Jakarta. Material

from Jakarta Can be relayed via satellite to RRI studios vit themlocal .

satellite ground station.

The diagram on the following page summarizes the features of the.Medel

Educational Communication Systei from a village level view. 4p.7

Relationship to television 4

It will be a long time before there will be a television set in

every village, and before the power is there to run the set, and the

software resourcesare available to continuously feed the system with

rural development information. An intermediate step might well be

of television in a pattern similar to the use of ACT in

KERC.* Television modules.designedito accomplish discrete, shocttarif -11;:t

goals might be "packaged" in a videocassette format and .rotated Around,: :*,

the kabupatan or kecamatan to meet specific needs of. specific,areas

for teacher training, direceNtaching,and NFE. The' KERC Moder.tiay help .

to answer some questions about the assets and liabilitits assaciatet .-

with this kind of strategy in supporting a'Afillage)$.needs in education.

eral guidelines from a recent study by Jonathan Gunter on the use Of
television for non-formal education (NFE-TV: Teteviston for Non-Formal

Education, Center for International Educition,UoiVerslty o' Massachusetts,..

iiheiii7)975) "OM appropriate here:" 1) teleVition will be secondary,
to radio in appropriatdness for mostrnon-format/ edutation projects;
2) television should be restricted to setting where-the medium is already
present, which means primarily urban settings;... -4) televisionshould be
used to facilitate communications between rural areas and Uften areas,

with -the omihasti_being oveduciaing_urManzkate0:0000.04.411 about thd.
needs and reality of the rural area;.and 5) that television shoulddeveln0.
a much more efbn.balance.between professional production of messages
reflecting institutional heeds, and participating connuelties.: Quoted by
Evans (1976).
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Conclusion.

Programs emphasieng,self-help and 'local initiative do'not, of course,
require satellites to make Chem work. Including Satellites in MEOS, is
partly' a response to a politica) reality and partly an experimtnt.to
test the economic and organizational feasibility of-using' a satellite
is a, distribution mechanism. fo overcome hostile geography; In other
settings, the-same purpose Might-be'seiNed using a bus systern or the-mail.*A

. ,
The. important, parte, tfie'NECS lies in ;its/redefinition of the roles

and responsibilities of change agents inci'vill'agers. Relatively simple
communication technology makes it possi9e.tpthift more control of the
rural developinent process to villages. Prof,sslonal 'change agents can

devote more energy to-mobilizing resources which can be spread more widely'
and $th less loss Of content integrity. Development planners and govern-

ment aggnciei can influence the direction. thit:.,tleOlopment takes through
their own contribution of resources to the. KERCs'and radioebroalltaSts by
actively promoting the availability of 'those rettotrCes, and by assisting in
the implementation of programs called fot' by.vill ages with, services which

'villages themselves cannot supply.
. .

Important, also, is thy, need fwgovernments to pass and enforce
regulatiOrts' such as GOI*Decred No. 32 to discourage government depart-

.
ments, from trying to develop their own corps of ill-prepared deVelopment
fi el d-,level workers. A

.
'

ArFor examplt, the thana-based rural development program in Bangladesh
seems to have an organizational pattern similar to that desirable for a
system like MECS. Presently the link, between the village and the "resource"
(training) center consists of village representatives instead of can-

_elnunication technology, and there is little choice for a village to select
the kind of information and training it receives from the center.

.

4i
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